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Why is Google Photos 
a favorite of mine? 

• I am IN the Google environment. I use Gmail, Photos, Drive, Docs, 
Sheets, Slides, Translate, as well as the many other services that 
Google offers. I am comfortable in this “environment”. 

• I know whatever photo or image I take on my Android devices will 
upload and be stored in Google Photos automatically. Those settings 
can be changed easily. 

• I can also easily upload folders of pictures from my computers using 
Google Photos and creating an Album “on the fly” so I don’t have to go 
hunt for the images. Especially if you have scanned in old photos that 
don’t have the original date, etc. This tool is very helpful and 
productive. 

• Although the editing is much better on a phone in the Google Photos 
app than on the Google Photos website, I find organization of my 
photos and the power of GP Search works so well via the site. 

(photos.google.com) 

• The ease with which you can share one photo, a group of photos or an 
album (the easiest for multiple photos). Share with one person or many 
people. And if the settings have been set to reflect it, the link will work 
for those with and without a Gmail address. 

• There are a few things I wish were different in Google Photos. I am still 
a huge fan of Picassa for quick image fixes on my laptop. I am pleased  
that Google continues to improve the functionality and range of tools 
available for both the web and the app on Android or Apple. 

• Best part is having ALL my photos in one place and available from 
anywhere. I can spend a lot of time enjoying them… ‘-} ����� 

https://photos.google.com/

